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RAISED GARDEN BED
Steel Garden Bed is a plant driven system where plants receive water through a capillary water feeding system.
Aquadam Garden bed is a modern design, yet practical zincalume raised garden bed that incorporates a built-in
reservoir for holding water underneath the bed.

WHY CHOOSE A STEEL GARDEN BED
Easy DIY system, capillary system built in raised
garden bed
Self watering system from base reservoir,
planned holidays can be taken no worries of
who will water plants
Less evaporation of water, water never in
direct sunlight
Maximum usesage of conned spaces
economically and neatly
Healthier plants and vegetables, any extra
nutrients can be added to water and not
directly on to plants and leaves
Plants only utilize water needed to grow, no
overwatering or under watering, roots remain
wet but will not rot, assisting in less weeds
Steel ensures longevity unlike alternate garden
beds with insects eating into wooden materials
and with no liner means, no need to constantly
check for tears or leaks

Customers agree that a steel raised garden much
more aesthetically pleasing than conventional raised
garden bed or planter or wooden raised garden bed
and can compliment any space and visual
perspective.

PLACES RAISED GARDEN BED CAN BE USED
Accentuate driveways, walkways or pool
areas
Business park or restaurant patios
Garden Terrace or conned town house
spaces
School and community garden or vegetable
projects
Estate gate entrances or focal points around
water features
Plant Nursery’s or home-grown herb supply
Areas where soil quality too hard, acidic or not
existing
Parking or hospital waiting areas

www.aquadam.co.za

GARDEN BED SIZES

DIMENSIONS

PRODUCT CODE

‘A’

‘B’

‘C’

AD-WB-1
AD-WB-2
AD-WB-3

1.2m
2.4m
3.6m

500mm
500mm
500mm

1m
1m
1m

Garden beds water plants from below rather than
above. They are containers with water reservoirs
at the base - like a self watering pot. Moisture is
drawn up through the soil via a process Called
capillary action or wicking.

COLOUR COATED RANGE
The Raised garden Bed is available in 14 exciting colours, as well as the
original galvanised look, allowing homeowners complete freedom of
expression at the same time helping homeowners manage their water
with air and elegance.

KEY FEATURES
Save money on water bills by using less water for
plants to grow to full potential

Corrosion is reduced by the polymer coating on the
inner walls and base

100% UV protection against sun, bottom reservoir
never in direct sunlight, meaning less water

Aesthetically pleasing and modern look for
architectural designs

Maximum utilization of capacities and space that
you have available

Aesthetically pleasing and modern look for
architectural designs

Unique proled 0.8mm Zincalume steel providing a
rm shape and mechanical strength

Cost-effective, quick, and easy installation as a DIY
project, community project or focal point

Lifespan of 20 years or longer

Zincalume will never be devoured or attract insects
to feed and breakdown the solid structure of steel
and will never bulge or lose its shape
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Aquadam is a trademark of Aquasteel (Pty) Ltd

